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• from 1995-2005, African households lost 1.8 percent of their overall 
income (including wages, salaries, and unearned income), whereas 
white households gained 40.5 percent (Bhorat et al. 2009)  

• from 1994-2010, “poverty incidence barely changed in rural areas, while 
it increased in urban areas” (Leibbrandt et al 2010)  

• from 1994-2012, those below the $43/month “national poverty line” rose 
from 45.6 to 47 percent (Bhorat 2013) 

• from 1994-2012, ratio of surplus going to capital versus labour shifted 5 
percent in the direction of capital (Forslund 2013) 

SA context 
some recent books  
(2011, 2014, 2014) 

3rd edition 





"Most progressive water utility in Africa" wins 2014 Stockholm Industry Water Award  
 

Dakar and Stockholm (28 May 2014) – eThekwini Water & Sanitation, a part of Durban Municipality 
in South Africa, has been named the 2014 winner of the Stockholm Industry Water Award, for its 
transformative and inclusive approach to providing water and sanitation services.  
 “This recognition reflects the work of our whole team over the past 22 years and is a tremendous 
honour for all of us here in Durban,” says Neil Macleod, head of eThekwini Water and Sanitation. 
 South Africa’s constitution from 1996, praised as a model for inclusion of social rights, enshrined 
the human right to water. Local government was tasked with putting it into practice. Soon after, 
Durban, one of the country’s main urban centres, expanded its administrative boundaries to include 
3.5 million people, some of them living in poorly serviced rural areas with huge water and sanitation 
challenges. The eThekwini municipality decided to face these challenges head-on. 
 In the past 14 years, 1.3 million additional people in greater Durban have been connected to 
piped water and 700,000 people have been provided with access to toilets. In respecting the 
constitutional right to water while maintaining financial sustainability, access to basic water supply 
and sanitation is provided at no cost to poor families, while higher levels of service and consumption 
are charged at full cost. 
 In addition to successfully providing basic services to a large and diverse population, eThekwini 
Water and Sanitation is at the forefront of exploring technical and social solutions… and has worked 
with some of the world’s major actors and knowledge hubs in water and sanitation as well as 
development, such as the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the World Bank, the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal, Borda, Eawag, and DHI. Its methods have been  
replicated across the country and region, and eThekwini  
representatives are successfully sharing and disseminating their  
findings and working methods. 
 
 



Durban’s water awards 

• 2002 National Geographic award for sanitation, 
• 2003 Dubai International Award for Best 
• Practices (for sewage disposal education), 
• 2003 South African national ‘Excellence in 
Innovation’ award, 
• Ford Foundation’s 2003 Impumelelo Award,  
• ‘best municipal delivery’ and ‘Blue Drop’ awards  
• Bill Gates (2010) blogged, Durban’s Neil Macleod 
‘has been a leader in thinking through how to 
improve sanitation for the poor in Durban’ 



Reality: water price rises, lower consumption, sanitation  
protest, bulk infrastructure failure, maintenance breakdown 











Alan Hirsch on SA policy 
 

[A]t the centre is a social democratic approach to social 
reform – it is the state’s job to underwrite the improvement 
in the quality of life of the poor and to reduce inequalities, 
but with a firmly entrenched fear of the risks of personal 
dependency on the state and of the emergence of 
entitlement attitudes... The ANC’s approach is sometimes 
summarized as elements of a northern European approach 
to social development combined with elements of Asian 
approaches to economic growth, within conservative 
macroeconomic parameters. This remains the intellectual 
paradigm within which the ANC operates. (Season of Hope, 
2005) 



modest post-apartheid increase 
in social spending: 3% of GDP 





SA has a lower public 
debt than Malaysia, 

Brazil, Argentina, 
Thailand 

could Nhlanha Nene spend more? 
to reduce poverty? 



inequality in 2011 
SA is worst amongst large societies 



The Economist, 25 Feb 2009 

world’s most risky emerging market 



 

SA’s extremely high interest rates: 
long-term real interest rates, February 2011 



world’s highest 
property bubble  

389% rise responsible for 
very uneven explosion of 
construction and finance 









tokenistic empowerment for 
BEE construction firms (but 
not homeowner): tiny houses 
built with tissue paper and 
spit by dubious politically-
connected contractors with 
dubious ethics (Mpisanes, Jay 
Singh)  



‘RDP’ housing 
• half as large and constructed with flimsier 

materials than during apartheid;  
• characterised by water and electricity self-

disconnecting meters and overpricing;  
• with lower-grade state services including  

• rare rubbish collection,  

• inhumane sanitation,  

• dirt roads,  

• no street lights,  

• no sidewalks, and  

• inadequate storm-water drainage 

• located even further from jobs and amenities than 
under apartheid 



rich people’s property values! 

Pretoria 

Johannesburg 



where has the 
government built new 
‘RDP’ housing schemes 
within richest province? 

answer:  
as far away 
as possible! 

overall population 



Zuma claims: 95% H2O coverage 



The RDP 

2.    MEETING BASIC NEEDS  
2.1 Problem statement 
2.2 Vision and objectives 
2.3 Jobs through public works 
2.4 Land reform 
2.5 Housing and services 
2.6 Water and sanitation 
2.7 Energy and electrification 
2.8 Telecommunications 
2.9 Transport 
2.10 Environment 
2.11 Nutrition 
2.12 Health care 
2.13 Social security and social welfare 
 



Water – Reconstruction and 
Development Programme, 1994  

The RDP's short-term aim is to provide every person with 
adequate facilities for health. The RDP will achieve this by 
establishing a national water and sanitation programme which 
aims to provide all households with a clean, safe water supply 
of 20 - 30 litres per capita per day (lcd) within 200 metres, an 
adequate/safe sanitation facility per site, and a refuse removal 
system to all urban households. 

In the medium term, the RDP aims to provide an on-site supply of 
50 - 60 lcd of clean water, improved on-site sanitation, and an 
appropriate household refuse collection system. Water supply 
to nearly 100 per cent of rural households should be achieved 
over the medium term, and adequate sanitation facilities 
should be provided to at least 75 per cent of rural households.  



Water – RDP promise, 1994  
 To ensure that every person has an adequate water supply, the 

national tariff structure must include the following: 

• a lifeline tariff to ensure that all South Africans are able to 
afford water services sufficient for health and hygiene 
requirements; 

• in urban areas, a progressive block tariff to ensure that the 
long-term costs of supplying large-volume users are met and 
that there is a cross-subsidy to promote affordability for the 
poor, and 

• in rural areas, a tariff that covers operating and maintenance 
costs of services, and recovery of capital costs from users on 
the basis of a cross-subsidy from urban areas in cases of limited 
rural affordability. 



South Africa’s right to water? (1996) 
• ‘everyone has the right to an 

environment that is not harmful to 
their health or well-being... 
everyone has the right to have 
access to... sufficient water’ 
– Bill of Rights, Constitution of the Republic of SA, 1996 – subject to 

‘progressive realisation of rights’ and budget constraints clauses 
  
• 2003-09 lawsuit by Soweto activists (Mazibuko et al) and 
Coalition Against Water Privatisation (CAWP) against 
Johannesburg government (following Paris-based Suez): 
http://www.law.wits.ac.za/cals 



• How much water? 

– City of Joburg and Suez (2001): 25 litres/capita/day 

– Phiri activists, CAWP, CALS (2003): 50 lcd 

–High Court (Tsoka in April 2008): 50 lcd 

– Constitutional Court (Oct 2009): ‘we don’t DO policy’  

• What delivery mechanism? 

– Joburg, Suez: pre-payment meters 

– Phiri et al: credit meters (as in white areas) 

–High Court: pre-payment meters are discriminatory 

– ConCourt: no problem with pre-payment meters 

two features of Mazibuko v Johannesburg  
(most important water-rights case to date) 



RDP mandate became ANC ‘Free Basic Services’   
electoral promise, December 2000  

      

 

• In the context of municipal 
legitimacy problems: ‘ANC-led 
local government will 
provide all residents with a 
free basic amount of water, 
electricity and other 
municipal services, so as to 
help the poor. Those who 
use more than the basic 
amounts will pay for the 
extra they use.’ 



Two eco-social features of the 
Free Basic Water promise: 

• The promise is based on a ‘universal entitlement’ -
- basic needs should be met (regardless of 
income), consistent with the Constitution’s Bill of 
Rights; 

• The promise also means that those who consume 
more should pay more per unit after the free basic 
supply, which promotes ‘cross-subsidies’ (i.e., 
redistribution). 



What choices do we have 
when pricing water? 

• Curve A is ‘short-run marginal cost 
curve’ for a utility 
(‘commodification’); 

• Curve B is a typical ‘cost-plus 
markup’ tariff which aims to ‘get 
the prices right’ (avoid distorting 
the market) so as to attract 
privatisation investment; 

• Curve C is the ‘eco-social justice 
tariff’ which combines a free 
lifeline, redistribution from high- to 
low-volume users, and an incentive 
to conserve (i.e., the ANC promise): 
in short, ‘decommodification’. 



Context: neoliberal water  
according to The Economist 

• The Economist magazine July 2003 survey on water declares 
the central dilemma: ‘Throughout history, and especially 
over the past century, it has been ill-governed and, above all, 
collossally underpriced.’  

• Identifying this problem, naturally begets this solution: ‘The 
best way to deal with water is to price it more sensibly,’ for 
‘although water is special, both its provision and its use will 
respond to market signals.’  

• As for the problem of delivering water to the poor, ‘The best 
way of solving it is to treat water pretty much as a business 
like any other.’  



World Bank 
commodification of water 

• ideological assertions: ‘the poor are willing and 
have the capacity to pay for services that are 
adapted to their needs… poor performance of a 
number of public utilities is rooted in a policy of 
repressed tariffs’      

 --World Bank & African Water Utilities Partnership, Kampala Statement, 2001; 

• ‘Work is still needed with political leaders in some 
national governments to move away from the 
concept of free water for all… Ensure 100% 
recovery of operation and maintenance costs’          

--Sourcebook on Community Driven Development in the Africa Region, 2000. 



Degree of cost recovery 

What’s the challenge for privatised water? - 
too expensive to profitably supply poor people 

Telecom Gas Power Water 
0% 

50%   

100%   

150%   

200%   

Financial autonomy   



World Bank advice to SA on pricing 
and privatisation 

• promotion of privatisation & low standards in townships 

 (1994-95 Municipal Infrastructure Investment Framework) 

• advice that free lifeline water should be 
avoided because it ‘may limit options with 
respect to tertiary providers--in particular 
private concessions much harder to establish’ 
… so instead, price water according to cost, 
and establish a ‘credible threat of cutting 
service’ 
– ‘Water Pricing and Management: World Bank Presentation to the SA Water 

Conservation Conference’, 2 October 1995 



Disconnections became a 
national epidemic 

275 000 families (approximately 1,5 million 
people) in 2003 disconnected due to 
inability to pay water bills, admits lead state 
water official  
 
• Mike Muller, ‘Keeping the Taps On,’ Mail & Guardian, 25 June 2004. 



Pushing privatisation, World Bank  
failed to incorporate public goods: 

• positive externalities of publicly provided water: 

– public health (water-borne disease mitigation); 

– gender equity; 

– environmental protection; 

– economic multipliers; 

– desegregation through standardised services; 

• only state/society have an interest in positive outcome, 
not private supplier; 

 

 



Pushing privatisation, World Bank  
failed to incorporate other factors: 

• water infrastructure is classical natural monopoly, and 
suffers ‘lumpiness’ of investment -- making private sector 
less suitable; 

• difficulty of regulation given weakness of state, and long 
history of water-sector corruption; 

• crises in African state water sector due not to intrinsic 
public sector incapacity, but instead to  
– 1980s-90s state-destroying structural adjustment, 

– corrupt bureaucrats (in lieu of capitalist class formation), 

– weak trade unions and 

– disempowered consumers/communities. 

 

 
 

 

 



How important was 
World Bank’s 1990s advice? 

• Staff report that 
involvement in ‘market-
related pricing’ was 

‘instrumental in 
facilitating a 
radical revision in 

SA’s approach’ to water… 
 
 
 



In July 2001, Jo’burg adopted a ‘convex’ (not 
concave) tariff to reward big customers 

Lowest consumption block is only 
6,000 liters/month, which is 
meant for a whole household 
(including backyard shack 
dwellers); 

most low-income families are larger, 
so bias favours wealthy, smaller 
families; 

in July 2003, rates changed, with 
second block rising 32% and 
higher blocks up only 10%. 



Had Jo’burg officials tried, concave tariff would 
raise more revenues from hedonistic consumers 

For family of 10 (blue line), a 
larger free lifeline, and smaller 
increases at lower consumption 
levels;  

for high-volume consumption, 
dramatic increases so as to curb 
consumption; 

same principle applies to cross-
subsidy between commercial 
customers and households. 



Context: water shortages anticipated 
(scarcity is not merely a social construct) 

      

 



richSouthAfricans’ 
water hedonism 



Water in the townships: 
world-famous 

site of struggle 



 





Durban: three income groups with very 
different consumption patterns (2003) 

Source: Reg Bailey and Chris Buckley 
(2004), ‘Modelling Domestic Water 
Tariffs’, UKZN. 



Durban: change in real water tariff –  
Free Basic Water applied in 1998-99 

Source: Reg Bailey and Chris Buckley (2004), 
‘Modelling Domestic Water Tariffs’, 
UKZN. 



Durban: lowest-income 1/3 cut back consumption 
dramatically as price doubled in real terms 

Source: Reg Bailey and Chris Buckley (2004), 
‘Modelling Domestic Water Tariffs’, UKZN. 

1997 
1997 

2004 
2004 



2006 UN report 
shows Durban to 

have highest 
price for second 
block of water 

amongst sample 
of Third World 

cities 



2008 CALS/Cohre report shows Durban to extremely convex tariff curves 
amongst major SA cities 



2008 CALS/Cohre report shows Durban (full pressure) had second-highest 
2nd block price, after ‘Maritzburg 



2008 CALS/Cohre report shows Durban to have second-highest 12 
kl/hh/month charge, after ‘Maritzburg 



2008 CALS/Cohre report shows Durban (semi-pressure) ties as least-
generous cross-subsidisation to ‘indigent’ for 12kl: zero 



2008 CALS/Cohre report shows Durban disconnects 
rapidly upon nonpayment: 

 
“Only one municipality - eThekwini – provided us with 

figures on disconnections. According to this information, 
between October 2007 and March 2008, eThekwini has 

issued 20,669 water disconnection notices. Of these, 
15,106 households have been disconnected and the 

remaining households have had water restricting devices 
installed, as opposed to being outright disconnected.” 



2008 CALS/Cohre report: 
 

“In eThekwini, when a person falls into arrears the 
notification is printed on the account, providing a toll-free 
help line and information of offices where the account can 

be paid. If there is no response from the customer, the 
water supply is restricted to a flow of 1 litre per minute. 

Flow restrictors are installed in the water connections of all 
domestic customers who have not paid for water for 60 

days and who owe the Council more than R110 for water 
used. If people tamper with the flow restrictor, the 

connection is completely removed and a standpipe is 
installed at the closest municipal premises to allow for the 

provision of FBW.” 



Technical fix: Gates on sanitation 
New Approaches Needed on Sanitation 
Julie Frederikse, 19 July 2011 
 No innovation in the past 200 years has done more to save 
lives and improve health than the sanitation revolution 
triggered by the invention of the toilet. 
 The little-known fact was stated by Sylvia Mathews Burwell, 
president of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation's Global 
Development Program, in her keynote address to the third 
annual AfricaSan conference in Kigali, Rwanda, on Tuesday. 
 But, she said, the innovation did not go far enough. "It only 
reached one-third of the world. What we need are new 
approaches. New ideas. In short, we need to reinvent the 
toilet," Burwell said. 

 



Gates Foundation on sanitation 

 “Reinventing the Toilet” is a key part of the Gates 
Foundation's effort to innovate in the area of sanitation. 
This $3 million grant goes to eight universities to develop 
an easily installable toilet that doesn't rely on water, a 
sewer connection or power, at a usage cost of no more 
than 5 (US) cents per day. 
 The sole African grantee is the University of KwaZulu-
Natal in Durban, South Africa, which is developing both a 
Urinary Diversion toilet and a recycling system for solid 
waste which both produce fertilizer for use in sustainable 
agriculture. 

 



Urine Diversion (UD) toilet: water-saving 
ecologically appropriate, inexpensive, safe 





Urine Diversion toilet: a neoliberal loo? 



Durban’s 
‘sanitation belt’ 

bad memories: equal 
access to water? 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:DurbanSign1989.jpg




Racial self-identification 
   in Durban in 2001 



Income self-identification 
   in Durban in 2011 



 



Durban’s Moses Mabhida: 
R3.1 bn ($390mn)  

‘Alien’s Handbag’  

out of sight: vast backlogs of housing,  
water/sanitation, electricity, clinics 





 ubiquitous  
‘service  
delivery  
protests’ 

  





SA’s social protest rate, 2005-13 
3000 violent (thousands more non-violent) from 2009-12 

 

2012/13       10,517      1,882         12,399      
   





“incident” at Marikana, 16 August 2012 



“successfully stabilised” 















Durban water data 



Durban water data 

 



Durban water data 

 



As a result of new households, 
Durban leads SA in declining supply 

of in-house water: 
1996 (62%) -2004 (50%) 

 

Source: SA State of the Cities Report, p.3-36 



Durban’s growing population without 
adequate sanitation: 

2001 (30%) -2004 (32%) 
 

Source: SA State of the Cities Report, p.3-38 



Durban was 
worst of 
SA’s big 
cities on 

some 
sanitation 
and waste 
disposal 

measures 

 
(Source: SA Cities 

Alliance) 
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Durban was 
worst of 
SA’s big 
cities on 

water and 
sanitation 
access, by 

far 

 
(Source: SA 

Cities Alliance) 


